
Sacred Body 651 

Chapter 651: The ability of Tianmeng Midie, arrived in the rioting star sea, stronghold sin... 

 

Yan Rumeng's body is Tianmeng Midie. 

Along with the Sky Splitting Demon Butterfly and the Primordial Emperor Butterfly, they are both the 

oldest and most noble line of the monster race. 

Yan Rumeng had not awakened the bloodline before, so he did not have the ability to manifest the 

Tianmeng butterfly. 

But now, Yan Rumeng, who was blessed by the ancient blood, finally awakened his blood. 

The Jiucai Tianmeng fan butterfly suspended in the void, among the flapping wings, some colorful 

pollen-like things spilled out. 

Wherever he went, the ordinary snake-human race had almost no resistance and fainted to the ground. 

Rao is the elder of the Snake People Clan at the level of a saint, and he has also fallen into dreams, 

unable to extricate himself. 

Even the Great Sage and the Holy Lord were affected. 

General Green Snake also seemed to fall into a certain dream. 

"What a powerful force, this is... the way of dreams?" 

Queen Medusa's eyes were surprised. 

Because she found that even with her quasi-supreme cultivation base, it was still vaguely, as if to fall 

into a kind of dream. 

Lunar Yutu was even more unbearable, and a foolish and silly smile appeared on her bright and pretty 

little face. 

"Carrots, a lot of carrots, all are carrots, did I come to Carrot Planet?" 

Taiyin Yutu laughed silly, like gnawing carrots, gnawing his little hands. 

The only person in the audience who was completely unaffected was Jun Xiaoyao. 

The power of Jun Xiaoyao's primordial spirit is so powerful, and he also cultivates the idea of chaos **** 

grinding, three generations of immortal scriptures, etc., the primordial spirit is also the top three 

generations of spirit. 

This kind of dream way can't affect him yet. 

"It is indeed the Tianmeng fan butterfly. It is rumored that if the Tianmeng fan butterfly in the mature 

stage flutters its wings, a creature of the ancient star of life will fall into a dream and cannot extricate 

itself." 
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Jun Xiaoyao also showed a hint of admiration. 

But for a moment, the phantom of the Tianmeng fan butterfly disappeared in mid-air. 

All the snake-human tribes who fell into the dream also came back to their senses one after another, 

and their eyes were blank. 

"What's the matter, I feel like I have had a long dream..." 

"It feels like a hundred years have passed..." 

Taiyin Yutu also recovered, making a painful sound: "Oh, my hand..." 

In a dream, Taiyin Yutu gnawed his little snow-white hand as a carrot, which was red and swollen. 

In the distance, the palace door was pushed open. 

A beautiful woman with a graceful body and flawless face appeared. 

The pink skirt flutters, the green silk is like a waterfall, the skin shines better than the snow, and the jade 

legs are slender. 

Perhaps because of the complete awakening of the blood, Yan Rumeng has a somewhat more dreamlike 

and ethereal temperament. 

It looks like a fairy in a dream, beautifully moving. 

Yan Rumeng twisted his slender waist and stepped on the lotus step to come to Jun Xiaoyao. 

On the surface of her body, faintly immortal air appeared. 

That is the fairy qi condensed by the way of dreams. 

"Why, they're so beautiful, I'm dumbfounded?" Yan Rumeng smiled, and his jade hand was placed in 

front of Jun Xiaoyao. 

After awakening, she is more beautiful than ever. 

The red lips and jade teeth are shining and glittering, the neck is slender, and the face is beautiful and 

full of charm. 

She thought Jun Xiaoyao would pour cold water on her as usual. 

In the end, Jun Xiaoyao nodded slightly and said, "It's really beautiful." 

This made Yan Rumengyu's cheeks a moving blush suddenly appeared. 

"To the effect, there is a feeling of being picked up..." Yan Rumeng bit her lip, her eyes lingering. 

However, to her surprise, she originally thought that after awakening the Heavenly Dream Fandie 

bloodline, she should not be too far behind Jun Xiaoyao. 

As a result, she saw that at the moment, Jun Xiaoyao was enveloped by fairy lights, and his 

temperament became more profound and unpredictable. 



"It's really a monster, I can't keep up with you no matter how you practice." Yan Rumeng groaned, a 

little helpless. 

Jun Xiaoyao smiled faintly and changed the subject: "By the way, didn't you say that if you can help you 

awaken your bloodline, you will join the Emperor's Court? Is it time to honor your promise now?" 

The previous Yan Rumeng was a monster emperor, but Jun Xiaoyao didn't have much interest. 

But now Yan Rumeng is different, and he is qualified to be attracted by him. 

Yan Rumeng said with a smile, "Yes, but I want to be under you...no, I'm doing things under your hands." 

"Yes, as long as you can keep up with my rhythm." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

"Should... be able to keep up, as long as your rhythm is not too vigorous, so that people can't stand it." 

Yan Rumeng is weak. 

On the side, Taiyin Yutu blinked Hong Jingjing's big eyes. 

I'm still a child, I don't understand anything. 

After Jun Xiaoyao and Yan Rumeng both broke through smoothly, they were also ready to leave. 

After learning that Jun Xiaoyao was leaving, all the snake-human races were reluctant to give up. 

Queen Medusa and Biling felt even more uncomfortable and lost. 

"You stay at the ancient star of Heaven, and when I finish the ultimate ancient road, I will send someone 

to transfer you to the Wild Heaven and Immortal Realm and join the Emperor's Court." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

"Thank you, Master, Master's great kindness, all of our snake-human race will never forget." Queen 

Medusa said. 

There was also a sense of reluctance in her narrow and beautiful eyes. 

In the past, Queen Medusa believed that she would dedicate herself to the snake people in her life. 

She hadn't even thought about things like personal feelings. 

Queen Medusa also didn't think that any opposite **** would make her throb. 

But now, looking at the handsome and disgusting Jun Xiaoyao in front of him. 

She admitted that she was throbbing in her heart. 

But Queen Medusa also knows herself, as long as she can be under Jun Xiaoyao's hand, it is enough. 

In the future, her life will not only be dedicated to the snake people, but also to Jun Xiaoyao. 

Jun Xiaoyao, Taiyin Yutu, and Yan Rumeng left. 

They control the starry sky flying boat and travel through the void. 

On some ancient stars on the way, I can encounter teleportation arrays from time to time. 



This also greatly reduces their time on the road. 

Soon, more than half a year passed. 

Jun Xiaoyao and others went all the way, without surprises and dangers. 

Even Yan Rumeng was a little speechless. 

When she drove the ultimate ancient road alone, she was cautious, winning step by step, and often 

encountered danger. 

But now, walking along the ancient road with Jun Xiaoyao is almost like looking at the scenery. 

Jun Xiaoyao smoothed out all the crises along the way. 

To others, the ultimate ancient road full of danger and death, to Jun Xiaoyao, it simply seems to be 

playing family. 

Yan Rumeng also understood why the people around Jun Xiaoyao didn't come to him. 

With Jun Xiaoyao, there is no experience at all, and the sense of security is overwhelming. 

And in this safe and boring situation, Jun Xiaoyao and others finally came to the fiftieth pass of the 

ultimate ancient road. 

Riot Xinghai! 

Seeing the vast sea of galaxies in the distance, Rao Shijun Xiaoyao had to sigh, this wonder of the 

universe. 

The entire riot star sea ~www.mtlnovel.com~ is in the universe, and the scope is extremely wide, like a 

dividing line, dividing the ancient road before and after. 

It's like the Chu River and Han Realm in chess. 

And this riotous sea of stars is also full of three religions and all kinds of chaos. 

"According to the news from Tian Nv Yuan, the stronghold of the thirteen thirteen thieves is located in 

the Riot Star Sea, a place called the Evil Pit." 

"It's full of chaos, it's a gathering place for all kinds of bandits, wicked men, and cultivators." 

"This time, thirteen thieves, don't try to escape from me." 

Jun Xiaoyao has deep eyes and looks into the distance. 

The frightening thirteen thirteen thieves of the ancient road, in the mouth of Jun Xiaoyao, seem to be 

ants that can be killed casually. 

Chapter 652: The cause and effect of the grimace mask, the Juque city, the tens of thousands of business 

alliances conquest... 

 

The galaxy is mighty, rolling in the universe. 
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Looking around, a piece of light is shining, like a magnificent Milky Way flowing. 

"What are your plans next?" Yan Rumeng asked aside. 

Jun Xiaoyao took out a mask and put it on his face. 

It was a grimace mask, like crying but not crying, but smiling but not smiling, it looked funny, clumsy, 

and a little scary. 

Yan Ru dreamed of this, slightly stunned, and then laughed out loud. 

"The deity of the dignified gentleman is wearing such a clumsy and weird mask, like a child's toy. Is this 

trying to pretend to be a pig and eat a tiger?" 

Jun Xiaoyao said in a calm tone: "The intelligence capabilities of the Thirteen Thieves are not weak, plus 

this place is one of their strongholds, I am afraid that the entire Riot Sea has their spies' eyes." 

"If you are still as unscrupulous as before, I am afraid that as soon as you enter the riot star sea, the 

thirteen thieves will get the news, and then they will start to frighten the snake." 

"I don't want to come here for nothing." 

Yan Rumeng reduced his smile and nodded too. 

The thirteen thirteen thieves are related to foreign land, and indeed need to be cautious. 

If they enter with a big fanfare, the thirteen thieves will probably retreat as soon as they get the news. 

At that time, the bamboo basket was empty. 

However, what Yan Rumeng didn't know was that Jun Xiaoyao put on this grimace mask, which had 

another meaning. 

He had learned from Tiannvyuan's news before. 

The immortal thief also wore a grimace mask, possessing the ability to swallow blood. 

This made Jun Xiaoyao think of that one. 

The ghost-faced girl phantom remaining in the Heavenly Dao Building, the ghost-faced girl who 

manifested on the altar of heroic spirits in the lower realm. 

There are also the ghost face female burial emperor in the burial soil of the ages, and the ghost face 

mask left in the bronze fairy hall. 

Now there is another Zhu Xian thief wearing a ghost face. 

There are other organizations, foreign land. 

All of this seems to have a thread in series in secret. 

Jun Xiaoyao put on this grimace mask, and also wanted to know if he really met the Zhu Xian thief. 

How would Zhu Xian Pirate react? 



"Okay, you can cover it up too, it's so beautiful, too ostentatious." Jun Xiaoyao looked at the flawless 

Yan Rumeng and shook his head. 

Taking such a big beauty to riot in the Xinghai Sea is undoubtedly a torch in the dark night, attracting the 

eyes of all parties. 

"Hey, even though I know you don't mean anything else, why do you still feel happy?" Yan Rumeng 

smiled and trembled. 

Being praised by ordinary men, she won't feel anything. 

But being praised by a godlike character like Jun Xiaoyao, even Yan Rumeng, vanity will be satisfied, very 

happy. 

She took out a white veil and put it on her face, revealing only a pair of bright eyes. 

Not only did the veil not reduce her charm, but it also added a touch of hazy beauty to Yan Rumeng. 

After some preparations, the three of Jun Xiaoyao entered the Riot Star Sea. 

... 

The rioting star sea is vast and vast, and the ordinary Tianjiao dare not go deep alone. 

If you are not careful, you will be drawn into the vortex of the void, and even worse, it may be 

swallowed by terrifying creatures such as the Star-Swallowing Ancient Beast. 

Generally speaking, Tianjiao walks in groups, or follows some caravan groups. 

After Jun Xiaoyao and others entered the Riot Star Sea for more than ten days, they encountered three 

waves of star bandits. 

Puff! 

Jun Xiaoyao casually pointed out, the body of a saint-level bandit in front of him burst into pieces and 

turned into blood mist. 

In the other part of the starry sky, a few young Tianjiao, with dumbfounded expressions, looked at all 

this in front of them, with incredible eyesight. 

"Which taboo Tianjiao is this to kill the saint powerhouse casually?" 

"With a mask on his face, is it the older generation strong?" 

These young Tianjiao, walking together, unexpectedly met the star bandit midway. 

Just when they were desperate, they saw Jun Xiaoyao and others passing by. 

Those bandits, without a word, shot directly, but they were completely wiped out by Jun Xiaoyao. 

"If we follow this predecessor, we will definitely be able to reach Juque City safely." Among the several 

Tianjiao, one of them said. 



They glanced at each other and hurried forward to catch up with Jun Xiaoyao and others who were 

about to leave. 

"Senior, wait a minute." Female Tianjiao said. 

"Something?" Jun Xiaoyao said lightly. 

This soft, jade-like voice stunned the young Tianjiao in an instant. 

Not the older generation? 

As they looked at each other, their eyes were shocked. 

The younger generation, even if it is Taboo Tianjiao, it is impossible to kill the saint so easily, right? 

Could it be... super taboo! 

Thinking of this possibility, the expressions of these arrogances are even more respectful and humble. 

Although they are all from some big forces, in front of this mysterious young powerhouse, they dare not 

show no respect. 

"This son, is it because of the order of the Ten Thousand Clan Business League to rush to Juque City?" 

The female Tianjiao bowed and asked. 

"Ten Thousand Clan Business League, what do you mean by the summoning order?" Jun Xiaoyao stroked 

the Lunar Jade Rabbit in his arms and said lightly. 

Hearing this, several Tianjiao glanced at each other with surprise in their eyes. 

Another Tianjiao said: "Perhaps the son doesn't know it, but it is actually some time ago that the second 

young lady of the Xia family, Xia Chuqing, was kidnapped by the first criminal of the pit of sin." 

"Now, the Xia family has issued a convening order to collect a group of monks, gather in Juque City, and 

conquer the pit of crime together." 

"I heard that anyone who is willing to join will get a very generous reward." 

Hearing the explanation from Young Tianjiao, under the mask, Jun Xiaoyao's eyes flickered darkly. 

Summon the team to the pit of sin. Isn't this just the right way? 

Moreover, if Jun Xiaoyao enters the crime pit alone, it will inevitably cause conflicts and attract the 

attention of all parties. 

If the thirteen thieves were spotted ahead of time, then it would be a surprise. 

However, if you followed a large force to enter, you could hide it, and then find the stronghold of the 

thirteen thieves, and directly destroy it with thunder. 

"We can try." Aside, Yan Rumeng, who was covered in gauze, said. 

"What a beautiful woman..." The young Tianjiao all stared blankly. 



Although Yan Rumeng's face is covered by light gauze, her eyes are cut and she has a curvy 

figure~www.mtlnovel.com~ with rounded jade and white legs. 

You don't need to guess, and you know that she must be a beauty who is all over the country. 

Yan Rumeng smiled slightly, and several Tianjiao suddenly seemed to be in a dream, a little trance. 

"Okay, let's go." Jun Xiaoyao said softly. 

Several Tianjiao were awakened only then, and they came back to their senses, with a look of 

embarrassment on their faces. 

They naturally don't know that Yan Rumeng, who has awakened the blood of the Tianmeng fan, can 

affect people's minds with a smile. 

Only a powerful person like Jun Xiaoyao can be completely immune. 

Then, Jun Xiaoyao, Yan Rumeng, and Lunar Yutu, led by several young Tianjiao, went to Juque City. 

Chapter 653: Five major sins in the pit of sin, eat soft rice from the rich little Xia family,... 

 

In Riot Star Sea, most areas are dangerous, and only those ancient cities are slightly safer. 

Of course, most of these ancient cities are in the outer area of Riot Xinghai. 

The central and inner areas of the Riot Star Sea are dangerous places that cannot be easily set foot in. 

In some places, even the Holy Lord, and even the Supreme, are in danger. 

Juque City is a rather magnificent city outside Riot Xinghai. 

But in half a month, Jun Xiaoyao came to Juque City under the leadership of several Tianjiao. 

Looking around, the Juque city is horizontally on top of an asteroid. 

The city wall is winding like a mountain, made of star and meteorite iron, and the ancient formations are 

imprinted on it, with a slight brilliance. 

The gates are extremely tall and there is a constant flow of people. 

Perhaps because of the order to convene the Ten Thousand Race Business Alliance, the flow of people in 

Juque City has increased several times more than before. 

On the way to Juque City, Jun Xiaoyao also learned from those Tianjiao. 

In the pit of crime, although fish and dragons are mixed, there are gangsters and bandits everywhere. 

But it is the five major sins who really dominate the evil pit. 

Everyone is a fierce name and powerful, with countless blood and human lives in his hands. 

Among them, the strongest first sin leader, no one knows its true strength, but it is definitely above the 

supreme. 
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And the reason why the first sinner kidnapped the second lady of the Xia family, Xia Chuqing, was 

because he wanted to obtain the imperial soldier of the Xia family, a cornucopia. 

Rumor has it that the Xia family’s imperial soldier, the cornucopia, was obtained by the eldest daughter 

of the Xia family, Xia Bingyun, by chance. 

The cornucopia can hold the treasures of the heavens and can even actively sense the position of the 

treasures of the heavens and the earth. 

It can be said that the cornucopia is indispensable for the Xia family's ability to become the most 

prosperous giant in the Ten Thousand Race Business Alliance. 

And Xia Bingyun, of course, became the most dazzling pearl of the Xia family. 

Of course, she also has another nickname, which is the little rich wife of the Xia family. 

As one of the magnates of the tens of thousands of business alliances, the Xia family's wealth status is 

needless to say. 

The Young Master Floating Cloud that Jun Xiaoyao killed in Tianming Ancient Star was at best just a small 

character in the Ten Thousand Clan Business League. 

Although the Wanzu Business League is huge, it itself is a loose business organization, with many giants 

in it. 

The Xia family is just one of the giants. 

This is also why, the first culprit of the evil pit, dare to kidnap the second lady of the Xia family. 

Because he knew that he only offended the Xia Family, not the entire Ten Thousand Clan Business 

League. 

Within the Ten Thousand Races Business League, there are even cases where giants secretly fight each 

other. 

Other giants, it would be good if they didn't fall into trouble, it was impossible to help the Xia family. 

After Jun Xiaoyao and others entered Juque City, they soon came to the resident of the Ten Thousand 

Clan Business League. 

Among them, there are already many Emperor Lu Tianjiao, monks from all walks of life, gathering here. 

An elder Xia, whose cultivation was at the level of Saint King, said loudly. 

"Everyone, a group of criminals in the guilty pit, dare to kidnap my second lady of the Xia family, and try 

to get my Xia family's imperial soldier, a cornucopia." 

"My Xia family, we invite all righteous people to fight against the pit of sin together. Every brother who 

participates can get the fairy source, the fairy marrow, and various sacred soldiers rewards!" 

Hearing the words of the elder Xia, the eyes of many monks in the audience were fiery. 

Not all Dilu Tianjiao come from immortal forces. 



Most Tianjiao are short of resources and shy in their pockets. 

These rewards are naturally extremely attractive. 

Only Jun Xiaoyao shook his head and revealed a sneer. 

I just wanted to gather a group of cannon fodder, and it was so just and awe-inspiring. 

The dead naturally don’t have to be paid. 

Of course, Jun Xiaoyao was too lazy to expose, those people died when they died, and it had nothing to 

do with him. 

"By the way, besides, my eldest daughter of the Xia family, Xia Bingyun, is cultivating in one place 

temporarily and cannot come." 

"If she arrives later, the cultivator Tianjiao who behaves well can even be received by the eldest lady in 

person, and even rewarded." Xia's elder said with a smile. 

This time, the group's reaction was much more intense than before. 

All eyes are filled with a glow. 

Especially those young male Tianjiao, the eyes are even more brilliant. 

What does it mean to be interviewed by Miss Xia Family and Xia Bingyun in person? 

This means that if she is taken by Miss Xia's family, she is very likely to become a parent! 

After all, Xia Bingyun, as the jewel in the palm of the Xia family of the Ten Thousand Clan Business 

League, has the title of little rich woman. 

Who doesn't want to say, rich woman, I don't want to work hard anymore? 

If Xia Bingyun can really appreciate him, all kinds of cultivation resources, heavenly materials, treasures 

of heaven and earth, and supreme weapon of magic weapon, will definitely be soft! 

"I must personally rescue the second lady of the Xia family, in that case, I will definitely be interviewed 

by the lady of the Xia family." 

"Just rely on you, do you have that ability, if it is so easy to save, does the Xia family need to make such a 

big fight?" Many Tianjiao are arguing. 

"Well, you guys, if you decide to go on the expedition together, please sign up here. After seven days, 

you will set off and set off." Xia's family boss waved his hand. 

After that, many Tianjiao monks signed up one after another. 

Not to mention the rewards, the possibility of being interviewed by Xia Bingyun is enough to make many 

Tianjiao gamble. 

Give it a go and take a gamble, maybe you can eat soft rice, and work less hard for a hundred years. 

Of course, this is the idea of ordinary Tianjiao. 



At the level of Jun Xiaoyao. 

Those who are qualified to let him eat soft food, unless it is the mythical emperor of the taboo level 

Luoshen Mi. 

Even the Little Demon Empress of the Demon God's Palace has no right to let Jun Xiaoyao eat soft food 

now. 

Because Jun Xiaoyao is just the identity of the Lord of the Emperor's Court, enough to be comparable to 

the Little Demon Empress. 

After that, Jun Xiaoyao and others signed up, of course they didn't use their real names. 

Otherwise, it would have caused a sensation. 

Seven days, fleeting. 

Seven days later, giant starships docked next to Juque City. 

Each starry sky giant ship is hundreds of meters long, and its hull is branded with various defense 

formations. 

On the deck, there are many attack formations branded, and at critical moments, you can use the fairy 

source to spur and burst out amazing lethality. 

Jun Xiaoyao glanced, nodding lightly. 

Worthy of being a tycoon of the Ten Thousand Clan Business League, the Xia family's wealth and wealth 

are still sufficient. 

Of course, there is no comparison with the Jun family. 

Jun Xiaoyao can also feel that on several main ships, there is a vague supreme aura permeating. 

It must be the supreme powerhouse of the Xia family, and he might confront the First Sin Chief and 

others. 

"Let's go, find a ship to board at will." Jun Xiaoyao said to Yan Rumeng. 

His main purpose in going to the pit of sin was not to save the second lady of the Xia family, Xia Chuqing. 

Instead, go to the thirteen thirteen thirteen strongholds. 

So he didn't care about this rescue operation. 

As for eating Xia Bingyun's soft rice, as Jun Xiaoyao, he still wouldn't fall here. 

And if Jun Xiaoyao really wants to eat soft rice, he doesn't need to do anything, he just takes off his 

grimace mask and puts this handsome face in front of Xia Bingyun. 

It is difficult for her not to be tempted. 

"My son, let's follow you too." 

Those young Tianjiao also came up. 



The female Tianjiao who spoke was named Song Fei. 

After seeing Jun Xiaoyao casually killing the saint robbers, they felt that this was a very thick and thick 

thigh that needed to be hugged tightly. 

Jun Xiaoyao nodded lightly. 

When the war starts, just throw them away. 

Jun Xiaoyao and others ~www.mtlnovel.com~ boarded a second ship, which looked like cannon fodder. 

At this moment, a cyan warship rushed in from a distance, at an extremely fast speed. 

"That's... the battleship of the Supreme Clan, the Wind Clan!" You Tianjiao was surprised when he saw 

the battleship. 

When some elders of the Xia family saw this, they also showed solemn expressions and hurried forward 

to greet them. 

In this conquest of the evil pit, the Tianjiao monks who have been summoned are just cannon fodder 

characters. 

The Feng Clan can really help the Xia family. 

Besides, this time, the Daozi of the Wind Clan should have also come. 

He was one of Xia Bingyun's suitors, and he would not miss this opportunity to please Xia Bingyun. 

Chapter 654: Feng Clan Daozi’s calculation, he is my husband, who is he... 

 

The Feng Clan, as the supreme clan, has a profound background. 

People of this tribe are all born in control of the laws of wind. 

In that cyan battleship, there is still a breath of Quasi-Supreme. 

Feeling that breath, some of the elders of the Xia family were full of joy. 

They did not expect that a quasi-supreme came from the Wind Clan. 

This can be said to give enough face to the Xia family. 

"Hehe, thank you Feng Clan's fellow daoists for coming to help. In this way, our odds of winning will be 

even greater." 

An old voice came from the main ship of the Xia family. 

That was a supreme ancestor of the Xia family. 

"Where, Fellow Daoist Xia is polite, the pit of sin is a malignant tumor, it should be eradicated long ago." 

Feng Clan Zhunzhizun also replied. 

Even though I said that, everyone in the room knew it. 
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The reason why the quasi-sage of the Wind Clan came here was because of the face of the Feng Clan 

Daozi. 

When everyone thought of this, they couldn't help looking at the young man in Tsing Yi holding a folding 

fan on the cyan battleship deck. 

The young man in Tsing Yi has handsome features, handsome manners, and the sage's breath is 

permeated, and the faint windy way emerges around him. 

He is named Feng Xiaotian, a Taoist of the Feng Clan, and on the ultimate ancient road, he is also a 

famous taboo Tianjiao. 

However, Feng Clan Daozi is also famous, as well as his personality that likes beautiful women. 

Feng Xiaotian met Xia Bingyun, the eldest daughter of the Xia family, at a business alliance auction 

before, and he caught a glance. 

But Xia Bingyun was not a girl from a small power and a small family, and would not be fascinated by 

Feng Xiaotian at will. 

Feng Xiaotian did not give up, and has been pursuing it. 

Of course, some people think that Feng Xiaotian is not simply a fan of love. 

He was pursuing Xia Bingyun, probably partly because of Xia Bingyun's little rich wife. 

After all, Xia Bingyun's cornucopia of imperial soldiers was first discovered by Xia Bingyun. 

She has control of the cornucopia. 

Relying on the cornucopia, Xia Bingyun did not know how many treasures he had discovered and 

accumulated countless wealth. 

Xia Bingyun had even discovered more than one rare top celestial marrow vein. 

These wealth, even the immortal forces must be jealous. 

At this moment, Feng Xiaotian is in a good mood. 

The quasi-supreme of the Wind Clan, he asked for a long time before agreeing to come. 

After Feng Xiaotian personally rescued Xia Chuqing, he could be interviewed by Xia Bingyun. 

At that time, getting Xia Bingyun's favor and cultivating feelings will not be a simple matter. 

He is handsome, has a matching background, and his strength has reached the taboo Tianjiao. 

No one is more worthy of Xia Bingyun than him. 

Of course, Feng Xiaotian is not a simple old-fashioned critic, he also has his own city and calculations in 

his heart. 

"Xia Bingyun, Bai Fumei, has the resources in his hand, even enough to make immortal forces jealous." 



"If I can get Xia Bingyun, I can have at least half of the resources. At that time, my position in the Wind 

Clan will surpass the other Daoists, and I will have the greatest right to speak. In the end, I might even be 

the head of the Wind Clan. "Feng Xiaotian thought to himself. 

Any top power has fierce internal competition. 

Even the Jun family, the ten major sequences will compete with each other. 

The Feng Clan also has a number of Taoism, Feng Xiaotian is among them, although it is not the bottom, 

but it is not the first. 

So he needs Xia Bingyun's help. 

Just as Feng Xiaotian was thinking about it, he swept his gaze randomly, and suddenly he focused on a 

beautiful shadow. 

It was a graceful woman with a fluttering pink skirt, standing on the deck of a starry secondary ship. 

When the wind blows, it blows up the jacket of the beautiful lady, looking like a fairy in a dream. 

Although she was wearing a veil on her face, her beautiful eyes with clear moon made the heavens and 

the earth pale with longing. 

No need to guess, but also know that she must be a woman with a flawless face. 

What made Feng Xiaotian even more unable to look away was the woman's excellent figure. 

Especially those long legs that are as white and smooth as ivory, glowing with delicate luster, are even 

more eye-catching. 

"What a beautiful lady, she didn't lose Xia Bingyun at all." Feng Xiaotian exclaimed in his heart. 

He also noticed that the starry sky secondary ship was obviously for cannon fodder. 

"It would be a pity if such a beautiful woman died in the pit of sin." Feng Xiaotian sighed slightly. 

He didn't think much, his figure was slightly shaken. 

The next moment, like the wind, it swept directly onto the deck of the deputy starry sky. 

Seeing this young man in Tsing Yi appearing abruptly in front of him, Yan Rumeng's eyes waved, not 

knowing why. 

Alongside Song Fei and other young Tianjiao, they suddenly showed a frustrated look. Unexpectedly, 

this Feng Clan Daozi, who was paying attention to all directions, would come to them. 

Seeing the movements of Feng Clan Daozi, the eyes of everyone around him converged. 

When they saw Yan Rumeng, they understood, no wonder Feng Clan Daozi acted like this. 

After all, he is famous for his preference for beautiful women. 

Feng Xiaotian didn't care about Jun Xiaoyao beside Yan Rumeng. 



Although Jun Xiaoyao's temperament was extraordinary, the grimace mask on his face that looked like 

crying and laughing slightly concealed Jun Xiaoyao's temperament. 

"Is this girl going to the evil pit too? Why don't you go to my Wind Race battleship?" Feng Xiaotian 

smiled, her white teeth gleaming. 

It's not easy for him to say in person, you people are cannon fodder. 

Jun Xiaoyao sighed inwardly. 

Sure enough, confidant is a disaster. 

However, here is a mixture of fish and dragons, and Jun Xiaoyao reveals his identity. 

I'm afraid that the thirteen thirteen thieves disappeared before reaching the pit of crime. 

At this time, Yan Rumeng showed a smile. 

The next moment, she actually rolled up Jun Xiaoyao's arm intimately, and Feng Ting on her chest was 

also close to Jun Xiaoyao. 

"Sorry, my husband and I acted together." Yan Rumeng apologized. 

This made Feng Xiaotian's face suddenly twitched, a little embarrassed. 

He looked at Jun Xiaoyao, who was wearing a grimace mask on his face, completely unable to 

understand, how could such a beautiful woman find such an ordinary person? 

But Feng Xiaotian took a deep breath and said, "Then you guys will be together. My Feng Clan battleship 

is also spacious." 

Yan Rumeng shook her head again: "No need, please come back, my son, I am a little tired, after all, last 

night, my husband was so bad that I didn't sleep for the whole night..." 

After that, he looked at Jun Xiaoyao charmingly and coquettishly, revealing the appearance of a 

moisturized little woman. 

Seeing this scene, all the male Tianjiao around looked at Jun Xiaoyao with extreme envy. 

Feng Xiaotian's face was as ugly as if he had eaten Xiangxiang. 

Of course, he is also a Feng Clan Taoist anyway, and it is impossible for him to be jealous with an 

unknown guy in front of the public. 

"In that case, excuse me." Feng Xiaotian said, and glanced at Jun Xiaoyao at will. 

With his cultivation of vision, how could he see through Jun Xiaoyao. 

Feng Xiaotian returned to the Feng Clan battleship, and he secretly sighed: "It is a good flower field, but 

it has been cultivated and planted." 

However, if you let him know that what he wants to tease is the "woman" of the Emperor's Son, I don't 

know what expression Feng Xiaotian will show at that time? 



On the other side, Jun Xiaoyao at UU reading www.uukanshu.com showed a hint of weirdness. 

"Do you use this method to get rid of flies?" 

Yan Rumeng Liu Meiyixuan, how could she be so casual? 

"If it weren't for you, I would never have used this method of damaging my reputation." Yan Rumeng 

said through voice. 

"Is that you taking advantage of me?" Jun Xiaoyao secretly said. 

"You..." Yan Rumeng was speechless, showing anger. 

Her exquisite undulating body is still close to Jun Xiaoyao's side. 

Who is taking advantage? 

Chapter 655: Arrived in the pit of crime, the battle started, the first crime appeared 

 

Of course, this is just an episode. 

Feng Xiaotian did not mock him like Jun Xiaoyao guessed. 

After all, it is the Daozi of a supreme family. If you are jealous for a woman in public, you might even 

fight. 

That would be a bit idiot. 

Jun Xiaoyao shook his head slightly. He originally wanted to try the feeling of pretending to be a pig and 

eating a tiger. 

It seems that it is not used for the time being. 

"Why do you still lean on me so tightly?" Jun Xiaoyao felt the abundance and softness on his arm, 

turning his face to transmit. 

"Pretend to be decent~" Yan Rumeng said in a sweet voice on purpose. 

Jun Xiaoyao was speechless. 

He seriously suspected that Yan Rumeng wanted to take advantage of him and eat his tofu. 

On the other side, on the Wind Race battleship, several attendants stepped forward and said with a dark 

light in their eyes: "My son, if you like that wife, you might as well let you go down and help..." 

Feng Xiaotian glanced at him and said coldly: "Is this Daozi the kind of person who is greedy for other 

people's wives? Besides, Ben Daozi is not yet ready to take over the fat fields that others have 

cultivated." 

Although Feng Xiaotian is greedy for beauties, it is also principled. 

He doesn't take the order! 
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This is the bottom line of being a man! 

"But it's a pity that such a rosy face will finally disappear in the pit of sin." Feng Xiaotian sighed in his 

heart. 

He didn't think that those recruited cannon fodder Tianjiao could survive the battle of conquering the 

evil pit. 

After everything was set up, the Xia Family, the Wind Clan, and all the arrogances and cultivators from 

all walks of life all boarded the Star Battleship. 

Looking at it, the mighty, large and small warships add up to hundreds of ships, which looks quite 

impressive. 

Those monks who stayed in Juque City looked at the fleet in the starry sky and exclaimed. 

"I don't know if the entire army of the Xia family was wiped out this time, or the evil pit was wiped out." 

... 

The location of the evil pit is in the middle area of the Riot Star Sea. 

Most of the prosperous ancient cities are in the outer area. 

There are already a lot of dangers in the central area, even if the saint king, the great saint, accidentally 

said, they will fall. 

This is also the reason why the pit of crime is located in the central area, which is easy to hide, and it is 

difficult for the enemy to penetrate, and there are various natural dangers. 

When the Xia family's conquest fleet entered the central area of the Riot Star Sea, there were also some 

problems. 

There are also star-swallowing ancient beasts like asteroids. 

But fortunately, with the Xia family's supreme being in charge, the Star Swallowing Ancient Beast Party 

did not cause much loss. 

Of course, the Star-Swallowing Ancient Beast, in terms of size, can only be regarded as a juvenile. 

A true adult star-swallowing ancient beast can swallow the entire ancient star of life in one bite. 

Even the Great Heavenly Sovereign, the supreme Profound Sovereign level, might not be able to kill. 

Finally, after more than half a month, the Xia family fleet finally approached the location of the evil pit. 

Looking at it, it is a vast asteroid belt. 

There are various buildings on almost every meteorite. 

What makes people a little bit creepy is that those buildings are actually made of white bones. 

Many of them are human bones. 



This giant planetary belt, which is in the shape of a circular ring and radiating, is a fierce and dirty place 

in the riot star sea, the pit of sin. 

The vast fleet composed of hundreds of star warships stopped dozens of kilometers away from the pit of 

crime. 

The old voice of Xia Family Supreme came. 

"The first culprit, handing over the people of my Xia family now can save you from evil." 

Not long afterwards, a Sen Leng voice came from the Xia Family Supreme. 

"Where is the cornucopia of imperial soldiers that this seat wants?" 

"Hmph, I think you are wishful thinking, daydreaming!" 

On a starry sky main ship, Haoguang burst out, an old man appeared, and the supreme coercion swept 

all directions. 

Many stars around are silently annihilated. 

boom! 

In the depths of the pit of sin, there was also a supreme aura erupting, with a **** evil aura. 

A man in a blood-robed robe appeared in a sea of blood. 

In the sea of blood, the corpses of various creatures rolled over, full of deep resentment. 

He is the first culprit of the evil pit. 

"I have to say, your Xia family's behavior is very stupid." A cold light flashed in the eyes of the first 

sinner. 

He didn't even think about tearing up the ticket. 

He also heard that Xia Bingyun, the eldest of the Xia family, loved her sister the most. 

When it was time to repel the Xia family fleet, let Xia Bingyun come and exchange it with a cornucopia. 

At that time, all the initiative was in his hands. 

"Hehe, a bandit leader in a mere gulp, dare to do such daring things." The Quasi-Supreme of the Wind 

Clan also appeared in the void. 

In the pit of sin, several figures appeared again. 

That is the second class of sinners, the third class of sinners, and their strength is in the realm of quasi-

supreme, holy lord, etc. 

"Brother, there is no need to talk nonsense with them, first destroy their fleet, and then wait for the Xia 

family to deliver the cornucopia." The first sentence of the second crime was murderous. 

"kill!" 



There is no room for relaxation between the two sides, and the war will start directly. 

This level of battle, although supreme has participated in the battle, but still far from reaching the level 

of immortal battle. 

On the Ultimate Ancient Road, various forces and races will have various wars erupting almost every 

day. 

On the Star Battleship, the formation was activated, and a series of terrifying mana beams penetrated 

the void and burst out. 

On the side of the Sin Pit, the entire planetary belt formed a terrifying summoning formation. 

The dense white bones gathered together and turned into a giant white bone dragon. 

There are also many great monsters of the bones, formed by the cohesion of the bones of Yin soldiers. 

In the pit of crime, there are also many criminals and thieves with fierce faces. 

In this scene, the faces of the cultivators of Tianjiao who had been summoned changed. 

They knew that conquering crime pits might be dangerous, but they didn't expect it to be so dangerous. 

On the deputy starship, Jun Xiaoyao looked at the scene in front of him, his expression still indifferent, 

he was pushing the Lunar Jade Rabbit in his arms. 

"Where will the stronghold of the thirteen thieves be?" Yan Rumeng murmured aside. 

"It should be in the depths of the pit of crime, but with their cautious character, they probably won't 

participate in the war, they should think about transferring." Jun Xiaoyao smiled lightly. 

"Then we have to hurry up." Yan Rumeng said. 

On the other side, on the Feng Clan battleship, the corner of Feng Xiaotian's eyes was always paying 

attention to Yan Rumeng and Jun Xiaoyao. 

"You still don't panic, do you really have confidence?" Feng Xiaotian thought. 

He thought that after seeing such a dangerous scene, Yan Rumeng would come to take refuge in him. 

But it turns out that he thinks too much. 

"Kill!" 

The huge killing sound spread all over Xingyu. 

A huge starship, like a shuttle, plunged into the planetary belt of the Sin Pit. 

Jun Xiaoyao, who was waiting for the monk on the second ship, naturally rushed forward, like cannon 

fodder. 

Soon, many Tianjiao cultivators were directly torn to pieces by the Bone Demon. 

And the giant white bone dragon, also reached the level of the Saint King. 



The high-level powerhouses of the Xia family were all restrained by the first crime leader. 

This sage king-level white bone dragon can naturally fight unscrupulously among the crowd. 

Until then, those arrogances felt remorse. 

Remuneration is not so easy to get. 

Soft rice is not so delicious. 

"Daozi, don't you really need to catch that woman?" 

Next to Feng Xiaotian, an attendant tentatively said. 

He could see that Feng Xiaotian really liked that beauty. 

"Forget it~www.mtlnovel.com~ Since she insists on dying with her husband, then let her go." Feng 

Xiaotian shook his head slightly. 

He had already seen that the giant white bone dragon of the Saint King level had already rushed towards 

Yan Rumeng and the others. 

"Hey, Xiang Xiaoyu died, it's sad and sigh, I should also take advantage of the chaos to find Xia Chuqing's 

detention place." Feng Xiaotian sighed secretly. 

Just when he turned around and wanted to shoot. 

As if he had seen something, his face suddenly froze. 

Then the eye sockets widened and the pupils shrank suddenly, so shocked that the soul trembled and 

the scalp numb! 

"This is impossible!" 

With Feng Xiaotian's qualitative nature, he couldn't help but exclaimed in shock! 

Chapter 656: 1 punch to kill the saint king-level white bone dragon, black eat black suit... 

 

In the battlefield, the white bone dragon of the saint king level is slaying rampantly. 

Without stronger checks and balances, this giant dragon of bones could cause huge casualties. 

Even some famous sage Tianjiao from the ancient road, in front of the giant white bone dragon, was like 

a piece of paper, easily torn into pieces. 

Roar! 

The Bone Dragon is just a summoned object summoned by the formation, and has no intelligence. 

It instinctively sensed that Jun Xiaoyao's inner vigorous vitality was almost like a torch in the night. 

The giant white dragon bite away at Jun Xiaoyao and others. 
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"not good!" 

Later, Song Fei and other young Tianjiao who followed Jun Xiaoyao's face changed drastically. 

Although before, they had seen Jun Xiaoyao under the stars, killing the saint-level thieves with his 

fingers. 

But now the giant white bone dragon, although it was a summoned object, was a real saint king-level 

existence. 

Looking at the white-bone dragon that struck, under the mask of grimace, Jun Xiaoyao's face was flat. 

He still held the Taiyin Yutu in one hand, and fisted out with five fingers in the other. 

Daluo immortal body, blessing! 

The power of a hundred thousand idols, blessing! 

The most important thing is that in Jun Xiaoyao's body, the cells tremble, and the power of the entire 

Xumi world is also blessed by his fist! 

This punch, without any magical powers, is enough to smash the universe and shatter the sky! 

boom! 

The vast fist light illuminates the stars, and many meteorites around them collapsed. 

The giant white-bone dragon comparable to the Saint King's level, under the punch of Jun Xiaoyao, it 

shattered inch by inch and was instantly killed! 

This scene shocked the battlefield, leaving many people dumbfounded. 

"I'm not mistaken, kill the Saint King-level white bone dragon with one punch?!" 

"Where is the ghost face man sacred?" 

"No wonder being accompanied by such a beautiful lady, it turns out that she is really a hidden boss!" 

In all directions, many sounds of cold breath came out. 

Some people even mistakenly believe that Jun Xiaoyao may be a strong man of the older generation, 

pretending to be a pig and a tiger. 

"how come?" 

Feng Xiaotian was a little dazed, his scalp numb, and he couldn't believe it. 

Without using any great supernatural powers, just a single punch, relying solely on the power of the 

flesh, blasted and killed the white bone dragon of the Saint King level. 

It can be said that this is something that Taboo Tianjiao can't do! 

For others, things that were unimaginable were normal to Jun Xiaoyao. 

He was able to kill the Flame Snake General of the Half-Step Great Sage level before. 



Now in a one-year retreat, he has cultivated the immortal energy of good fortune, the inner universe 

and the power of the Xumi world. 

If you can't kill this saint king-level summoned object with one punch, then there is a problem. 

"Could it be that he is really a strong man of the older generation, but he shouldn't be..." Feng Xiaotian 

was incomprehensible and surprised. 

If the ghost-faced man was a younger generation like him, Feng Xiaotian would never believe it. 

Maybe there are so few super taboos that have such strength. 

But they should also be deep in the ancient road, it is impossible to stay in places like Riot Xinghai. 

And if you say, that ghost-faced man is a strong old generation. 

Feng Xiaotian also felt that a peerless beauty like Yan Rumeng could not be eaten by old cattle. 

"It seems too ostentatious, let's go." 

Feeling the attention of countless eyes around, Jun Xiaoyao wrapped Yan Rumeng's Qianqian waist with 

one hand, stepped on it, and disappeared in place without a trace. 

He has cultivated the empty book, one of the nine heavenly books, and has also condensed the Void 

Immortal Qi, and his control of the way of space has reached an extraordinary level. 

Everyone just blinked, and the ghost-faced man disappeared. 

"Where are they going, forget it, it's important to find Xia Chuqing first." 

Although surprised at Jun Xiaoyao's strength, Feng Xiaotian still has important things to do. 

The entire battlefield is still in chaos. 

Soldiers against soldiers, will against generals. 

Xia Family Zhizun is fighting the first crime. 

The other Xia elders, and the Feng Clan Quasi-Supreme, are also fighting the second criminal and the 

third criminal. 

Inside the pit of crime, there were screams and killings everywhere. 

In the void, ripples rippling out from time to time. 

The figure of Jun Xiaoyao appeared from time to time in the void. 

Kunpeng's speed and the ultimate way of space made Dejun Xiaoyao's figure like a ghost. 

He went deep into the pit of sin with great speed. 

"Where is it..." Jun Xiaoyao's eyes flashed darkly. 

Yan Rumeng on his side was flushed slightly with Jun Xiaoyao's arms around her waist, her eyes watery. 



Jun Xiaoyao didn't notice this kind of beauty, he was investigating. 

At this moment, Jun Xiaoyao's keen consciousness suddenly caught a trace of breath. 

His eyes flashed, and he disappeared into the void again. 

In the pit of sin, a ghostly figure flickered. 

Afterwards, he stopped next to an unremarkable giant meteorite. 

That figure, a black robe, seemed to be hidden in the nether. 

"Xia Chuqing should be detained here. Although we have to evacuate from the pit of sin, this last piece 

of fat cannot be thrown away." 

"As for the mess, let the first sinner and the others clean it up, haha..." 

This figure almost opened a certain secret mechanism, and then he used the ghostly body technique and 

stepped into it. 

"This is... black eat black?" 

In the distance, Jun Xiaoyao's figure appeared in the dark. 

Because he had killed four of the thirteen thieves, he was certain. 

The black robe man was also one of the thirteen thieves. 

Jun Xiaoyao did not expect that the thirteen thieves were so courageous that they even dared to **** 

the flesh from the first crime. 

And obviously, they should have been laying out for a while. 

Maybe Xia Chuqing was arrested, and there is something to do with them. 

After a while, the black-robed man flashed out, with a chain in his hand that bound a pretty girl in a 

goose yellow dress. 

The girl's appearance is extremely beautiful, like a bright pearl, she has a pretty appearance. 

She has apricot eyes and cheeks, her snow-white forehead has a bright light flowing, and the blue silk is 

tied into a double bun, which looks lovely and lovely. 

Only at this moment, the girl's mouth was sealed with talisman paper, let alone shouting, even her body 

couldn't move. 

The black-robed man took the girl and rushed to a place in the crime pit. 

"Don't you do it?" Yan Rumeng asked. 

"Do you think this criminal pit stronghold will be the only thief?" Jun Xiaoyao sneered. 

He continued to follow the black-robed man. 



In the depths of the pit of sin, in a seemingly dilapidated planetary building, there are two figures picking 

up various treasures. 

Among them, there are some heart, blood, eyeballs, arms and other things, all with the imprint of gods. 

Looking at it, they turned out to be some special physiques, such as the eyes of the mysterious gods, the 

arms of the unicorn, the heart of the ancient gods and so on. 

Each organ represents the fall of a top arrogant with a special physique. 

This shows how many Tianjiao from the Nine Heavens Immortal Realm have been assassinated by the 

Thirteen Thieves. 

"Chi Lian, Blood Fiend, I am here!" 

The black robe man came here with the girl Xia Chuqing. 

"Netherworld, you are finally here, let's clean up and leave, this pit of sin, you can't stay." The blood evil 

thief said. 

"I don't know why, I always feel a sense of restlessness." Chi Liian thief rubbed the corner of his eyes and 

listened to his voice. He was a feminine woman. 

"You think too much." Netherworld thief said indifferently. 

"Perhaps it was because the Shadow Demon Thieves fell into the hands of the Emperor's Son, but it 

doesn't matter, we will get revenge." Chilian's whisper carried a hatred. 

The Thirteen Thieves, although they are cruel to outsiders, they have always been united internally. 

Four thieves fell into the hands of Jun Xiaoyao, and the rest of the thieves naturally hated Jun Xiaoyao. 

"I heard that in the depths of the ancient road, greedy wolves and robbers them, they have already 

prepared a plan to hunt down the Jiang Shengyi, the goddess of the Jiang family who has an innate 

birthplace. 

"After waiting, hunt down Jun Xiaoyao, the boss can swallow the ancient sacrament and the congenital 

fetus at the same time." 

"At that time, the entire ultimate ancient road, which Tianjiao will be the opponent of the boss?" 

Netherworld thief sneered. 

However, at the moment when his words fell. 

The world seemed to be frozen. 

The temperature dropped to freezing point in a flash ~www.mtlnovel.com~, as if frozen. 

That is Leng Ran's killing intent, freezing the void! 

"You said, you still want to hunt Jiang Shengyi?" 

A voice that was indifferent like a **** death came out. 



Nether Pirate, Chilian Pirate, and Blood Fiend Pirate were shaken, their eyes converged on the ghost-

faced man who appeared in the void not far away. 

"That mask is..." 

The eyes of the three thieves were shaking, and they were extremely shocked! 

At the moment they saw the grimace mask, they even had the illusion that their boss was here. 

Chapter 657: A clan from the other side of the foreign land, as a mortal thief, the dragon has... 

Leng Li's killing intent blocked the universe. 

The blood fiend thief, the nether thief, and the red training thief all felt as if they were in the eternal ice 

abyss, and only felt a biting chill. 

"Who are you, how come you have the mask of the boss?" Chilian Thief, the only woman among the 

three thieves, shouted coldly. 

They are now a little confused and completely confused. 

A man and a woman suddenly appeared, and the woman was covered with a veil. 

The man's face was wearing a mask that they couldn't be more familiar with. 

This makes them very confused. 

"Uh...uh..." 

Seeing someone appear, Xia Chuqing, the second lady of the Xia family who was bound and her mouth 

sealed, began to struggle violently and made a whining sound. 

The bright eyes are full of desire for survival and surprise. 

Obviously she thought that the man and woman in front of him should be the one sent by the Xia family 

to rescue her. 

"You said, you want to hunt Jiang Shengyi?" 

An extremely indifferent voice came from Jun Xiaoyao. 

That bitter killing intent changed the universe. 

Aside, Yan Rumeng sighed slightly when he saw Jun Xiaoyao's attitude. 

Having been with Jun Xiaoyao for so long, she also knows that Jun Xiaoyao has always been an 

emotionally calm person. 

Nothing could affect Jun Xiaoyao's emotions, and Taishan collapsed in front of him. 

However, after hearing the news that Jiang Shengyi might be hunted, Jun Xiaoyao exuded such killing 

intent. 

This is enough to prove that Jiang Shengyi has a special status in Jun Xiaoyao's heart, which is different 

from other women. 
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"Jiang Shengyi is really happy..." Yan Rumeng's eyes showed envy. 

In this world, how many women are qualified to make Jun Xiaoyao care about? 

"So what... well, no, are you..." 

Chi Lian Thief gave a cold snort, and then as if suddenly remembering something, his body was shaken, 

and his eyes trembled. 

"Are you... Jun Xiaoyao!" Chi Lian Thief couldn't help exclaiming. 

Jun Xiaoyao's eyes were cold as frost, and he didn't say anything. 

"Go!" Chi Lian Thief shouted sharply. 

Nether Thief and Blood Fiend Thief also changed drastically and hurriedly fled. 

It's not that they are too scared. 

But after learning that Jun Xiaoyao had killed a half-step Great Sage General Yan Snake, they knew that 

they could not be Jun Xiaoyao's opponent at all. 

Unless it is among the thirteen thieves, the top several robbers, gangsters, and seven thieves will join 

forces to deal with Jun Xiaoyao. 

"Can you go?" Jun Xiaoyao sneered. 

Surrounding the void, a forbidden rune suddenly appeared, completely confining it in all directions. 

No matter how the three of them bombarded, it would be difficult to break the ban. 

It turned out that before Jun Xiaoyao appeared, he had already placed the third seal of Forbidden 

Immortal in the dark. 

The faces of the three thieves were extremely ugly. 

For a long time, they have played the role of hunters, and the top talents are their prey. 

And now, they finally realized the feeling of being hunted. 

Jun Xiaoyao's palm patterns are intertwined, killing him. 

With the power of a Sumi world. 

The trio of Chilian Pirates only felt like the whole world, oppressing them! 

"The younger generation of Nine Heavens Immortal Territory, how could there be such a monster!" 

Although the three thieves had already expected in their hearts, Jun Xiaoyao's strength must be 

extremely terrifying. 

But I didn't expect it to be so strong. 

Between their hands, the three of them felt a sense of despair. 



"Even the young kings of our foreign land, the descendants of the immortal emperor, are not the enemy 

of this person at all." Chilian Thieving heart is desperate. 

They didn't beg for mercy or anything, because they knew that it was impossible for Jun Xiaoyao to let 

them go. 

Puff! 

The Nether Pirate and the Blood Fiend Pirate almost instantly shattered their bodies, their bones split, 

flesh and blood turned into flesh, and the soul was annihilated. 

Only Chilian Pirate was left, shivering, and his complexion a little dull. 

"You...what are you going to do, can't it be..." Chi Liandao misunderstood and thought that Jun Xiaoyao 

was going to do something wrong with her. 

After all, she was the only woman among the three, and Jun Xiaoyao just saved her life. 

"Tell me everything you know, and I can give you a good time." Jun Xiaoyao said indifferently. 

Killing still needs to be killed, but intelligence must be forced out first. 

"Impossible." Chilian Robber gritted his teeth. 

Able to be sent by a foreign land as a forward spy, their temperament is naturally not weak and will not 

give in at will. 

But unfortunately, she was facing Jun Xiaoyao. 

"You have to find your own sin." Jun Xiaoyao shook his head slightly. 

The Chaos God Mill came out directly. 

The pain of crushing the soul of the soul was tens of thousands of times more painful than Ling Chi. 

Unless it is the kind of person who is extremely determined, it will never be able to bear it. 

This is also the reason why Jun Xiaoyao only left Chilian Pirates. 

Women's psychological barrier is thinner and better breakthrough. 

Soon, Jun Xiaoyao broke through the gap of Chi Lian Pirates and got some important news. 

After all, Chilian Pirates ranked among the thirteen thieves, higher than the previous four thieves. 

Therefore, she needs more news. 

"It turns out that the Bi'an organization has infiltrated the fairyland for a long time, and the forces 

behind the Bi'an organization are the foreign immortal emperor, the Bi'an clan." Jun Xiaoyao murmured. 

In the foreign land, there are immortal emperors handed down from Henggu, such as the Gulan clan, 

the Bian clan, and the Zuan clan. 

These immortal emperors have an ancient history, a deep heritage, a deep heritage, and endless 

mystery. 



Jun Xiaoyao didn't expect that the foreign land that had been silent for a long time had already started 

planning and layout in secret. 

In addition, the three big thieves sorted out these special physique bloodlines, and they were also 

preparing to submit them to Zhuxian Pirates. 

What surprised Jun Xiaoyao was that he learned from Chilian Pirates. 

The thirteen thirteen thieves ranked first, and even the Zhu Xian thief who could hunt the taboo Tianjiao 

was just a mortal body. 

However, that immortal thief was going against the sky, possessing the ability to swallow other blood 

physiques. 

The more devouring and refining, the stronger the strength. 

"This kind of physique is somewhat similar to Yan Qingying, but in addition to her special physique, Yan 

Qingying mainly relies on the swallowing magic power." Jun Xiaoyao thought. 

If Zhu Xianpi was allowed to grow up, he might really be a threat to him. 

Then, Jun Xiaoyao also found out the news that in the depths of the ancient road, the greedy wolf thief 

and others were plotting to attack Jiang Shengyi. 

Now, there are six thieves deep in the ancient road. 

Except for the most mysterious and powerful Zhu Xian Pirate. 

There are five thiefs of Greedy Wolf, Troopers, Seven Kills, and Moonskills ~www.mtlnovel.com~. 

If you want to give a rough level to the thirteen thieves. 

Zhu Xian Pirate is undoubtedly the topmost existence. 

Greedy wolf thief, broken army thief, seven kill thief three people, is the second layer. 

The Moon Slashing Pirates, the Star Destroying Pirates, and the Chilian Pirates in front of them are the 

third level. 

The previous Shadow Devil Thief, Sky Witch Thief and others are the fourth floor. 

The strength of Greed Wolf Thief and others is obviously not in the same realm as Chilian Thief and 

others. 

With their strength, it is possible to pose a threat to Jiang Shengyi. 

But Jun Xiaoyao breathed a sigh of relief. 

Right now, the greedy wolf thief and others only have this plan initially, and it will take a long time 

before it is actually implemented. 

After all, Jiang Shengyi is not a soft persimmon, he is now a famous goddess-level figure of the ultimate 

ancient road, and his strength is also extremely good. 



If they want to guarantee success, they still need to plan and weigh. 

"Thirteen thieves, your path is narrowed..." 

Jun Xiaoyao's thoughts moved, and the Chaos God Mill directly crushed the Chilian Pirate's soul. 

The dragon has scales, and when you touch it, you will get angry! 

Jiang Shengyi is one of Jun Xiaoyao's inverse scales. 

Chapter 658: Regarding the Xia family’s plot, the fat field cannot be left to outsiders... 

 

After killing the trio of Chilian Thieves and others, including the previous ones, Jun Xiaoyao has already 

killed seven of the thirteen thieves. 

But this was not enough. Jun Xiaoyao asked them to go to **** neatly and cross the Yellow Spring with 

peace of mind. 

"It's a thief, but there are a lot of babies." 

Jun Xiaoyao glanced around the cave at random, and rudely scoured all the treasure resources. 

These resources, even if he doesn't appreciate them, can also be used to reward others. 

After all, now Jun Xiaoyao is not alone, there is a Emperor's Court behind him. 

He also always considers the Emperor's Court. 

It is impossible for all the resources of the Emperor's Court to be taken from the Emperor's family. 

As Jun Xiaoyao's personal power, Jundi Ting still couldn't rely too much on Jun's funding. 

Even Jun Xiaoyao still has an ambition in his heart. 

In the future, he wants to make the Emperor's Court similar to the ancient heavenly court in the myth. 

Establish a heavenly palace, hold the heavenly path, punish life and death, and shape reincarnation. 

Or in other words, Jun Xiaoyao wants to make the Emperor's Court comparable or even surpass the 

Supreme Immortal Court! 

Of course, this is a long process, and Jun Xiaoyao only has a rough idea. 

He needs to win step by step, absorb all forces and strengths, and join the Emperor's Court. 

Otherwise, Jun Xiaoyao doesn't need to draw in potential races such as the snake-human race to join. 

But these are things to follow. 

Right now, Jun Xiaoyao has collected all the resources, as for the blood physique, Jun Xiaoyao also put 

away. 
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For Jun Xiaoyao, who was pregnant with the ancient sacrament and supreme bone, these bloodline 

physiques, he still looked down upon. 

But it can be left to Yan Qingying and swallowed by her. 

Or it can be rewarded to those around you. 

"It seems that to deal with Zhuxian Pirates and others, we have to go deep into the ultimate ancient 

road. Let's go first." 

Jun Xiaoyao was still a little disappointed if he didn't catch the thirteen thieves in one go. 

The stronghold of this evil pit is just a foothold for the thirteen thieves. 

Zhu Xian Pirates, Greed Wolf Pirates and others are in the depths of the ancient road. 

But it doesn't matter, Jun Xiaoyao will eventually come to the end of the ancient road. 

Don't need him to find him, presumably Zhu Xian Thief and others will also actively find him. 

After all, Zhuxian Pirates, but one of the Seven Emperor Nijun. 

Just when Jun Xiaoyao and Yan Rumeng were about to leave, the humming voice came again. 

Jun Xiaoyao turned his head to look, and the second lady of the Xia family, whose body was covered in 

chains and whose mouth was sealed by talisman paper, Xia Chuqing, was screaming. 

There was even confusion in her eyes. 

Isn't this pair of men and women sent by the Xia family to save her? 

Why did you turn a blind eye to her after killing the three thieves? 

"Do you want to take her back?" Yan Rumeng asked. 

Jun Xiaoyao pondered for a moment, and suddenly, his eyes flashed as if thinking of something. 

"The cornucopia, Xia Bingyun, the rich little wife of the Xia family, this is a fat field." Jun Xiaoyao thought 

to himself. 

The Xia family's ability to become one of the giants of the Ten Thousand Races Business Alliance is 

sufficient proof of its wealth of financial resources. 

Even leaving the Xia family aside. 

Xia Bingyun, who had the cornucopia of imperial soldiers, had enough wealth and resources under his 

control to make the immortal forces jealous. 

And Jun Xiaoyao had also heard of it before, that Xia Bingyun was also considered a strong woman. 

She controls most of the Xia’s business transactions. 

She has almost been identified as the female head of the Xia family's next generation. 



In other words, if you get Xia Bingyun, you can get the resources and financial resources of a wealthy 

family. 

"No wonder Daozi of the Feng Clan is so caring, I am afraid that the drunkard is not interested in 

drinking, and wants Xia Bingyun's resources to help." 

Jun Xiaoyao immediately figured it out. 

How can such a fertile field fall into the hands of others in vain? 

The best is in your own hands. 

It just so happens that the emperor's family has a big business and is short of resources. 

Thinking of this, Jun Xiaoyao turned around and walked to Xia Chuqing. 

She tore the chains on her body, and tore the talisman paper on her mouth. 

Xia Chuqing was gasping for breath, and Yushou patted her chest. 

"I was scared to death, I thought you didn't care about me." Xia Chuqing breathed a sigh of relief. 

She has a pretty face, bright eyes and white teeth, her skin is as delicate as mutton jade, her big eyes are 

dynamic and energetic, the blue silk is tied into a double bun, and she is as beautiful as a field spirit. 

"How can I ignore you." Jun Xiaoyao smiled slightly. 

Listening to this gentle voice, Xia Chuqing's eyes lightened slightly. 

Although the young man in front of him wore a strange and awkward grimace mask. 

But from the sound, he should be a nice little brother. 

In addition, Jun Xiaoyao just slayed three murderous thieves at will. The powerful strength made Xia 

Chuqing's eyes bright and a sense of security. 

Her first impression of Jun Xiaoyao was even better. 

Moreover, if we let her know the true identity of Jun Xiaoyao, she would be so excited that she would 

faint. 

"Well, it is not suitable to stay here for a long time, let's go." Jun Xiaoyao's gentle voice makes people 

instinctively feel a warm feeling. 

"Well, thank you, I will definitely let my sister reward you heavily in the future." Xia Chuqing smiled and 

nodded. 

On the side, Yan Rumeng saw that Jun Xiaoyao whose attitude suddenly changed, and he understood in 

his heart, I guess Jun Xiaoyao had some calculations. 

"Hey, ignorant little girl." Yan Rumeng sighed in his heart. 

Obviously, Jun Xiaoyao has thoughts about the Xia family and wants to use Xia Chuqing as an entry 

point. 



But when I thought, she seemed to be fascinated by Jun Xiaoyao, she seemed incapable of talking about 

others. 

Later, Jun Xiaoyao took Yan Rumeng and Xia Chuqing, ready to leave the pit of crime. 

"Offended." 

Jun Xiaoyao put his arm around Yan Rumeng and Xia Chuqing with his arm around him, using Kunpeng's 

extreme speed, urging the void and immortal energy. 

His figure turned into a faint shadow, hidden in the void, flashing in the pit of sin. 

Xia Chuqing uttered, her face flushed. 

It was the first time she was hugged like this by a strange man since she was little. 

Strangely, Xia Chuqing didn't feel a sense of disgust or offense in her heart. 

"Good smell..." Xia Chuqing smelled the fresh faint fragrance of Jun Xiaoyao. 

She looked at the face wearing the grimace mask and couldn't help but mutter. 

"I wonder what kind of face is under this mask?" 

On the way out of the pit of sin, there were also some wicked thugs and bandits, who noticed Jun 

Xiaoyao and others. 

But in an instant, he was killed by Jun Xiaoyao in seconds, and even the news could not be sent. 

Xia Chuqing saw Jun Xiaoyao's grace to kill all enemies by his hand, and her wonderful eyes glowed even 

more. 

Such a mysterious and powerful man really attracts the attention of girls. 

Just when they are about to pass another road and leave the pit of sin. 

Suddenly a few figures appeared in front of ~www.mtlnovel.com~ Feng Xiaotian and others who went 

deep into the pit of sin. 

Feng Xiaotian's sage Dzogchen level attendants also discovered several people from Jun Xiaoyao. 

"Daozi, it's Miss Xia Family!" said the attendant, reaching out to Jun Xiaoyao and others. 

"It's really her, but how could he be rescued?" 

Feng Xiaotian saw Xia Chuqing, his eyes lit up. 

But at the same time, I also saw Jun Xiaoyao hugging Xia Chuqing. 

This made Feng Xiaotian's face suddenly sink. 

If he was not the one who rescued Xia Chuqing, how could he get Xia Bingyun's special treatment? 

Chapter 659: Feng Xiaotian’s plan fell through, the Great Sacred Realm came, and the fifth... 
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In Feng Xiaotian's vision, he should go deep into the enemy camp and take a big risk to rescue Xia 

Chuqing. 

Then Xia Chuqing was grateful to him, and then she was received by Xia Bingyun, and she was treated 

differently. Finally, she slowly cultivated her feelings with Xia Bingyun and held her hand in hand. 

This is a perfect plan. 

But now, Xia Chuqing was rescued by others. 

And that person happened to be the one who made him a little unhappy. 

At this moment, seeing Jun Xiaoyao hugging left and right, Feng Xiaotian was even more upset. 

Even though Yan Rumeng looks like a goddess, she is already a wife after all, and Feng Xiaotian 

interrupted this thought. 

But Xia Chuqing, but beautiful and refined, charming and pleasant, not much worse than her sister Xia 

Bingyun. 

In the most perfect situation, Feng Xiaotian even felt that he could spend all of these sisters in his 

pocket. 

After all, if he personally rescued Xia Chuqing, Xia Chuqing would be grateful to him and feel good. 

As a result, the good plans were all disrupted by the ghost-faced man in front of him. 

Looking at Xia Chuqing, who was nestled in Jun Xiaoyao's arms, Feng Xiaotian always had a feeling of 

being taken away by others in advance. 

It's as if I saw a fat field and just wanted to sow by myself. 

It turns out that something special has already been seeded by others. 

"Who are they? It doesn't seem like the bad guys in the pit of sin." 

Said Xia Chuqing, who was leaning on Jun Xiaoyao's arms. 

"It's a member of the Wind Clan who came with the Xia family." Jun Xiaoyao shook his head, not ready 

to pay attention. 

"Oh." 

Xia Chuqing responded, glanced at Feng Xiaotian faintly, and then withdrew her gaze. 

This caused Feng Xiaotian's forehead to have blue veins beating. 

Is this completely ignoring him? 

Anyway, he also took the risk to come in to rescue her. 

"Miss Chuqing, I am Feng Xiaotian from the Feng Clan. I came to save you. Please leave with me." 



Feng Xiao showed a smile on the sky, and said softly. 

"No, this lady is safe now." Xia Chuqing didn't mean to move. 

She was held in her arms by Jun Xiaoyao, only feeling full of security. 

Feng Xiaotian's eyes were twitching slightly. 

His plan was frustrated. 

As for the strong? 

After seeing Jun Xiaoyao punch and kill the saint king-level white bone dragon. 

Unless Feng Xiaotian's brain is disabled, otherwise, it is absolutely impossible to provoke Jun Xiaoyao. 

"If this is the case, then I will follow you, and it will be safer for everyone." Feng Xiaotian reluctantly 

smiled. 

"No, you will only slow me down." Jun Xiaoyao refused. 

He is not interested in being with these oil bottles. 

"This Xiongtai, I am also a Feng Clan Taoist..." Feng Xiaotian smiled. 

"What Feng Clan Daozi, get out of it." Jun Xiaoyao said lightly. 

Not to mention the Feng Clan Daozi, even the Feng Clan patriarch is in front of him, and don't even think 

about putting on the score. 

"you……" 

Just when Feng Xiaotian couldn't help it. 

Suddenly, a sound of rage like thunder blasted from a distance. 

"Finally found you, still want to run?" 

Feng Xiaotian and the others' complexions changed when they heard this deep thunderous voice. 

When they looked at it, they saw it in amazement. 

In Yuankong, a man with a fierce complexion wearing dark heavy armor and a blood-stained saber in his 

hand was walking into the air. 

The breath of the Great Sacred Realm shook the emptiness in all directions. 

"No, it's the fifth culprit of the evil pit!" Feng Xiaotian couldn't help but exclaimed. 

There are five major sin heads, the strongest is naturally the first sin head, with supreme cultivation 

base. 

And this fifth sinner, although the weakest, but also has the cultivation base of the Great Sacred Realm. 



However, looking at it at this moment, the heavy black armor on the fifth sinner's body was faintly 

shattered, and his breath was also a little disordered. 

Obviously, he had just been killed from the main battlefield and suffered serious injuries. 

But even if they are injured, they are still in the Great Sacred Realm, and they are not at the same level 

as the Saint Realm. 

"Before someone reported that this little sheep had run away, but it seems that you are still in vain." 

The fifth sinner grinned, blood spilling down. 

Although he had suffered serious injuries before, it was easy to deal with these saints and the saint king. 

"Great Holy Realm, what should I do?" 

Xia Chuqing showed a look of panic, and they didn't have an existence that could compete with the 

Great Sacred Realm. 

Under the grimacing mask, Jun Xiaoyao's eyes flickered and said nothing. 

He hugged Yan Rumeng and Xia Chuqing, Taiyin Yutu poked his head out of Jun Xiaoyao's shirt, and then 

retracted again. 

Jun Xiaoyao stepped on Kunpeng extremely fast and swept into the distance. 

It is not that Jun Xiaoyao is afraid, but that he is in the pit of sin now. If it is delayed for a long time, it will 

be bad to be surrounded. 

It doesn't matter if Jun Xiaoyao is alone, but there is Xia Chuqing with the oil bottle, so he can only seek 

stability. 

"Go!" Feng Xiaotian and the others also hurriedly retreated. 

"Where to run!" 

The fifth crime first shot and waved his saber. 

The blood-colored knife gang of thousands of feet, mighty, smashed straight down. 

The space has been cut in half. 

"Daozi, go, I'll come to the back of the palace!" 

The saint king-level attendant shouted sharply. 

As a result, it fell down with a chuckle. 

Blood spattered. 

The saint king's servant did not even have the power to resist, and was cut in half by the fifth sinner. 

Seeing this scene of wind howling the sky, it was even more frightened that the souls of the dead were 

scared, screaming and running wildly. 



This scene happened to be seen by Xia Chuqing. 

The embarrassing Feng Xiaotian formed an unusually sharp contrast with Jun Xiaoyao, who was calm 

and plain at the moment. 

"Want to run, die for me!" 

The fifth sinner once again slashed at Jun Xiaoyao. 

The dazzling blood-colored knife gun seemed to have opened the universe, and various rune laws burst 

out, as if it had cut Cangyu. 

Obviously, the fifth criminal has no patience and wants to kill everyone with a single shot, and then take 

Xia Chuqing back. 

"It's over, is this Daozi going to die here?" Feng Xiaotian's legs were weak, and he couldn't escape even if 

he wanted to run, desperately desperate. 

Jun Xiaoyao let go of Yan Rumeng and Xia Chuqing. 

"The son..." Xia Chuqing Xingmu was shaking. 

She was afraid that Jun Xiaoyao would leave her to escape alone. 

"Don't worry, this kind of scene is not enough." 

Jun Xiaoyao smiled faintly, and his whole body mana urged. 

Daluo immortal body blessing, the power of one hundred thousand idols, the power of a Xumi world. 

Then, he sacrificed the mother of all things. 

The vigorous motherhood of all things, every strand can crush thousands of miles of mountains and 

rivers, and roll in the cauldron at this moment, full of unparalleled strength. 

Jun Xiaoyao knew that there was only one chance. 

The fifth culprit obviously despised them very much, and wanted to kill them in a flash. 

That being the case, Jun Xiaoyao will give him a great surprise! 

"kill!" 

Jun Xiaoyao shot the killing sound in his mouth, pushing the mother of all things, like pushing an ancient 

and vast universe! 

boom! 

The dazzling brilliance and thunderstorm-like crash sound resounded throughout the pit of sin. 

Even the battlefield in the distance was shocked, and the dense eyes were projected. 

"That is... the fifth sinner, he has found the second lady of the Xia family!" 

"Oh my god, that ghost-faced man has the courage to fight against the fifth sinner, that's a great saint!" 



In the surroundings, countless people at UU reading www.uukanshu.com were shocked. 

Some elders of the Xia family, and even the supreme Xia family, were surprised. 

Are the young offspring now so rigid? 

Do you dare to be strong in the Saint Realm? 

Just when everyone was astonished, in the dazzling light of the collision of the moves, there was a 

scream. 

A figure, embarrassed like a dog, was knocked into the air for hundreds of miles, the black heavy armor 

on its body was completely shattered, and half of its body was crushed into meat. 

Surprisingly the fifth culprit! 

At this moment, the audience stopped! 

Chapter 660: Kill the fifth criminal and evacuate the criminal pit 

 

The entire chaotic battlefield fell into a short pause because of this scene. 

A touch of astonishment appeared on everyone's faces. 

They were stunned. 

Are all the saints now such a big deal? 

Although the fifth sinner is in an injured state, it is also a real great saint powerhouse. 

Now, he was knocked into the air by an epigenetic saint, half of his body was broken, and he flew out, 

very embarrassed. 

If they hadn't seen it with their own eyes, they would definitely think this was a fantasy! 

Some of the elders of the Xia family, as well as the Xia Family Supreme, and even the first sinners on the 

side of the sin pit, also had misunderstandings in their eyes. 

Even if the fifth criminal is injured again, he won't be reduced to the level of being beaten by a saint, 

right? 

And then, something that even suffocated everyone happened. 

The ghost-faced man was extremely resolute and fierce, and he didn't give the fifth criminal any chance 

at all. 

With extreme speed, he instantly slid in front of the wounded fifth sinner, and fisted down. 

Puff! 

The entire head of the fifth sinner is burst! 
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A primordial spirit suddenly escaped from it, rushing towards the grimace man with a mighty soul-killing 

power. 

The power of the primordial spirit of the Great Sacred Realm is extremely powerful, like a raging wave. 

Then, the golden light was generous in the void, and a golden Buddha composed entirely of the power 

of the primordial spirit appeared, and was suppressed vigorously. 

boom! 

The soul of the fifth sinner was crushed. 

A great saint powerhouse fell directly! 

Deadly... 

It was obviously a chaotic battlefield, but the atmosphere at the moment seemed to freeze. 

Everyone was dumbfounded, dumbfounded. 

As for the crime pit, the first sinner and the others also looked like they had seen a ghost, and their eyes 

almost fell off. 

No one would have thought that the fifth sinner of the Great Sacred Realm would fall into the hands of a 

saint. 

This simply refreshed everyone's three views. 

Is the Great Sacred Realm weak? 

It's not. 

It's the ghost-faced man, too strong! 

Strong to the level of evil! 

Not a person at all! 

"Who is that saint, who has such strength?" 

Even the supreme and powerful Xia family was extremely shocked. 

He never expected that such a fierce man would be hidden among the "cannon fodder" recruited by the 

Xia family. 

The Feng Clan's Quasi-Supreme also looked startled. 

He glanced at his Daozi subconsciously. 

He found that Feng Xiaotian was fighting with each other, and his expression was pale, tearful and 

embarrassed. 

Seeing that his own Daozi was so unbearable, Feng Clan Quasi-Zun's expression was also unnatural. 

In comparison, Feng Xiaotian was a bit embarrassed by the Feng Clan. 



Here, Jun Xiaoyao was calm and relaxed, and put away the qi cauldron of the mother of all things. 

Killing a great sage didn't feel much to Jun Xiaoyao. 

Because he knew that the reason why this time went so smoothly, there was still some luck in it. 

The Great Sage is not a cat or a dog. 

The first reason why Jun Xiaoyao was able to kill smoothly was that the fifth criminal was originally 

injured. 

The second reason is that the fifth sinner has contempt for them and does not pay attention to them at 

all. 

The third reason is that the Fifth Crime Chief couldn't even think that Jun Xiaoyao's strength was much 

stronger than his realm. 

There is also the mother of all things, which is also a major killer move and plays an important role. 

Under the influence of various factors, Jun Xiaoyao was able to smoothly kill the Great Sage. 

Otherwise, if you let him face a great sage who is in his heyday and is doing his best. 

Jun Xiaoyao didn't say he was defeated, but it was impossible to kill the Great Sage so easily. 

Aside, Xia Chuqing stared blankly, her small face glowing with a beautiful look. 

In the wonderful eyes, full of surprise worship. 

Who would have thought that this mysterious little brother who had saved her had such a terrifying 

strength. 

Even the Great Sacred Realm can be killed. 

And more importantly, from the beginning to the end, Jun Xiaoyao was not at all embarrassed, he was 

calm and relaxed, and his white clothes were like snow. 

Raise your hand and kill the king. 

Such a demeanor, I don't know how many little girls can be charmed. 

Xia Chuqing's heart was beating. 

Yan Rumeng was also slightly surprised. 

Although she had seen him before, Jun Xiaoyao killed a half-step Great Sage General Yan Snake. 

But there is still a huge gap between the half-step Great Sage and the real Great Sage. 

"It seems that after more than a year of retreat, although his realm does not seem to be improved, his 

strength is much stronger." Yan Rumeng also sighed. 

What an evildoer who makes his peers desperate. 

This is too damaging to people's self-confidence. 



Right now, there is a person who has received 10,000 critical hits. 

That is Feng Xiaotian. 

"How could it happen, how could he..." Feng Xiaotian looked dazed, as if dumb, stupid, unbelievable. 

It doesn't matter if you kill the Saint King, after all, there are some taboo Tianjiao that can achieve the 

next level of challenge. 

But the problem is that the ghost-faced man has completely crossed two realms. 

This is very abnormal. 

Feng Xiaotian was extremely hit, and Dao Heart began to be unstable. 

With such a person, his Feng Clan Daozi is a fart. 

"let's go." 

Jun Xiaoyao once again embraced the thin waists of Yan Rumeng and Xia Chuqing, and he was still on 

the battlefield, and there was no time to delay. 

"Damn it!" 

On the main battlefield, the first crime was furious and his eyes were cracked. 

Not only was the fifth criminal dead, but the hostages were taken away. 

"Haha, let's stop here this time. My Xia family has taken note of this account, and I will definitely 

reorganize the forces in the future to completely eliminate your evil pit!" 

Xia Jiazhi looked up to the sky and smiled, feeling very happy. 

He thought that this time, it would take a **** battle to save Xia Chuqing. 

Unexpectedly, there is such an unexpected joy. 

Under the cover of Xia Family Zhizun and others, Jun Xiaoyao and others safely escaped from the pit of 

crime. 

Although the first criminal was furious, he was powerless. 

This time he didn't catch the fox and made a commotion. 

As for catching Xia Chuqing back. 

The Xia family probably won't give the first criminal this opportunity again. 

Next, the first thing to think about is how to withstand Xia's revenge. 

... 

In the starry sky, fleets are moving through. 

Compared with the hundreds of starships in the past. 



Only about half of the fleet returned. 

It means that half of the monks have fallen in the battle against the pit of sin. 

Among the half of the cultivators who died, Bacheng was the cannon fodder recruited by the Xia family. 

In a main ship of the Xia family, Jun Xiaoyao was being treated by the elders of the Xia family. 

It was the Xia Family Supreme, who also asked Xia's elders to give Jun Xiaoyao the best treatment. 

"Without the help of the son, we would not be able to rescue the second lady so smoothly." 

"That's right~www.mtlnovel.com~ The son is really a **** and man. His strength makes me ashamed of 

the older generation." 

Elder Wang, the saint of the Xia family, had his old face flushed and sighed. 

The waves behind the Yangtze River push the waves forward. 

Now the younger generation of saints are more powerful than their older generation of saint kings. 

This makes them really ashamed. 

"Where, you elders don't have to be like this." Jun Xiaoyao said calmly, without arrogance or rashness. 

This kind of tolerance and this strength made Xia's parents present, their eyes brightened. 

If such a talent can stay in the Xia family and become the Xia family, wouldn't it be wonderful? 

 


